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While it is common for business and
university “partners” to observe problems
in schools and families and to prescribe

solutions, few have done the truly
difficult work of observing themselves.

Introduction

A. Mission, Goals, Strategies
The National Science Foundation Center for Ultrafast Optical Science (CUOS) mission for K–12
and Community Outreach is to support community coalitions in order to, eventually, produce
more scientists and engineers, particularly from underrepresented minority groups. We believe
that the learning community coalition model is potentially the most effective means of achieving
these related goals:

1. Ensuring all children have access to hands-on and discovery-based learning experiences
promoting scientific and mathematical literacy;

2. Directly supporting children’s and teens’ learning, where possible, with one-on-one
mentoring; and

3. Providing all children opportunities to explore careers within science, mathematics,
technology, and engineering fields.

The intent behind these goals is to enlarge the pool of young people interested in technical careers
and prepared, both academically and motivationally, to pursue the higher education needed to
enter such fields. In order to get there, we need to give children more experience and success with
scientific activities, to improve the teaching and learning of science in schools, and to use career
exploration as a way to motivate study and improve learning via personal goals and relevancy.

Our specific strategies, all aimed at drawing more stakeholders into our common enterprise,
include

1. Creating learning community centers in schools;

2. Establishing science and career clubs in schools, churches, and community centers;

3. Linking academic and career mentors with youth; and

4. Helping children to teach science and to engage in their own research.

Learning Community requires all of us to change perspective in a major way. The us-vs.-them
barriers must be broken down to create coequal collaborators. While it is common for business and
university “partners” to observe problems in schools and families and to prescribe solutions, few
have done the truly difficult work of observing themselves—their roles, resources, and real stake in

outcomes for children and families, teachers and
schools. We cannot come in to “help” teachers and
families. This is as insulting as a man offering to
“help” his wife around the house—as if that work
were not legitimately his, as well. Helping children
grow to successful adulthood is arguably society’s
most basic task, and it belongs to all of us.

In order to accomplish this task, we require con-
certed action with collective leadership, a focus on deep understanding and systemic consequences
rather than on short-term relief of symptoms, and a willingness to live flexibly with uncertainty,
experimentation, and reflection. If, as we say, we want our children to learn, then we must learn.
That cannot happen unless we are willing to admit that we do not know and to allow another to
teach us. We need humility and openness as much as energy and dedication. While all of this is
much easier said than done, the bright side is that living this way is deeply satisfying: even though
society’s problems are not instantly solved, those working on solutions are not overwhelmed by it
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all and mired in depression. When we know we are
making a real difference, we can live with incremental
progress.

B. Structure and Funding
For readers unfamiliar with who we are and how we
work, the following is a brief summary of organiza-
tional details. We are reporting here on the activities of
three groups. (1) The K–12 Education Outreach Program of the Science and Technology Center for
Ultrafast Optical Science (CUOS) is housed at the University of Michigan (UM) in Ann Arbor and
primarily funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF). (2) Reach Out! is a UM student organi-
zation sponsored by this outreach program and founded by our student workers and volunteers.
(3) The Southeastern Michigan Math-Science Learning Coalition is a loosely organized group of
individuals and organizations who collaborate in efforts to improve the science and math compe-
tence of area children and teens.

To cover the last one first, the Coalition is an umbrella organization, some of whose members meet
once a year to exchange ideas. We have produced a newsletter in the past, but the Web site has
taken over the function of disseminating information to members. Its primary function is to serve
as a public relations tool and resource collection for members, without any of us appearing to take
credit for the others’ efforts. The UM College of Engineering graciously hosts this large and grow-
ing site, and K–12 Outreach staff maintain it. The Web-based aspect of Coalition activities is
covered herein. We also report on our collaborative efforts as Coalition programs, but this report
makes no pretense of covering the activities of all Coalition members.

CUOS K–12 Outreach is the only one of the three groups with any funding to speak of, so the acti-
vities we report on are mostly those of this group. Those activities, however, receive vital support
from the Reach Out! coordinators we pay and the hundreds of volunteers they recruit, train, and
supervise every week. The organizational chart in
Appendix A gives an overview of K–12 Outreach and
Reach Out! programs. Reach Out! could not have come so
far so fast without three years (1997–2000) of start-up
funding from UM President Bollinger’s New Century
Fund for Diversity, which covered work-study or
stipend pay for student coordinators, consumable and
nonconsumable science materials, and modest
recognition events and tokens (mostly t-shirts). Within
the last year, we have received funding or commitments
for funding in the coming year from several Coalition
partners (Pioneer High School, Downtown Ann Arbor
Kiwanis Club, The Neutral Zone teen club, Bethel AME
Church, the Community Church of God Opportunity
Center) to pay for student coordinators of programs we
run at their sites or for van rental to get volunteers to
Ypsilanti. These are examples of Learning Community in
action: the lines are blurring between us and the groups with which we work; all are contributing
people, time, and money to our common ventures.

The university, of course, contributes office space and other infrastructure needs, plus the major
portion of work-study funding. The CUOS home at UM, the Department of Electrical Engineering

Planting for the future at
George Elementary School

If, as we say, we want our children
to learn, then we must learn. That

cannot happen unless we are willing
to admit that we do not know and to

allow another to teach us.
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and Computer Science, contributes money that can be used for expenses not allowable under our
NSF funding, such as snacks for our mass meetings to recruit volunteers and pizza and soft drinks
for our end-of-term celebrations. Many individuals and groups contribute or discount the cost of
food for our summer camp or “field trips” and supplies for our children’s clubs. Several individu-
als make charitable contributions to us every year, for which we are very grateful.

We are at the point where limited funding has become a roadblock to our expansion. Currently, K–
12 Outreach provides a director and one full-time staff member for program oversight, planning,
training, evaluation, maintenance of multiple program databases and the Coalition and Reach Out!
Web sites, and administration. It also supports (through work-study funding when possible and
stipend when necessary) part-time UM student coordinators, who are responsible for planning and
running site-based programs, recruiting and training volunteers, providing ongoing support to
mentors, procuring science materials for club activities, gathering participant contracts and evalua-
tion data, and serving as liaisons with their school or community center staff. All of our academic
and science club mentors are volunteers, the great majority of them UM undergraduates.

Our Coalition stakeholders include a multitude of others who provide specific resources or serve
in particular roles at sites. These include business people who offer job shadowing or tours, parents
who lead clubs, children who teach science to other children, community adults who volunteer at
the church and community centers where we work, and so on—in addition to the groups and
individuals previously mentioned that provide financial support for coordinators or materials.

Partly because of this financial support from partners, we have just been able to hire Debra
McCartney Hamann as our elementary programs coordinator. Debbie is a Reach Out! founder and
four-year veteran program coordinator who graduated from UM College of Engineering last
spring. For the first time, we have had the incredible luxury of doing real planning in the summer
for our 2000–2001 elementary science clubs. Having activities planned, materials acquired, orienta-
tion sessions scheduled and handbooks prepared before the return of undergraduates in the fall
has been simply wonderful! K–12 Outreach Director Jeannine LaSovage has been working with
stakeholders from Kiwanis and the Neutral Zone to find funding for a secondary programs coor-
dinator, whom we would like to have on board by January 2001. Similarly, we have been extremely
successful with parent Learning Community Coordinator (LCC) Susan Shoemaker in Pontiac. As
she moves into a consulting role, training other parent LCC’s, we wish we could pay her more than
part-time. And we  would love to be able to afford to hire a counterpart for Ypsilanti Schools.
Parent Doris Calvert has begun to work in Ypsilanti, and we would like to be able to hire her as an
LCC trainer there. The parent-to-parent model works exceptionally well at the elementary level.

LaSovage and Program Associate Martha Toth cannot describe their relief at not being completely
overwhelmed—not “a day late and a dollar short,” but more like “ten days late and a hundred
dollars short”—for the first time in years. Our programs have grown, and requests for expansion
have grown even faster. We have been limited in our ability to oversee any more growth by short
staffing and limited money for consumable science club supplies. There are plenty of partners
waiting in the wings for us to launch programs with them, if we can find additional financial
support. [Section I.B.3 of this report details some grant-writing attempts we have already made.]

C. Summary of Outcomes
After five years of efforts by the Southeastern Michigan Math-Science Learning Coalition, The
CUOS K–12 Education Outreach Program, and the UM student organization Reach Out!, we have
significant results to report. Surveys and anecdotal evidence indicate the following.

1. Children and teens are
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• Forming real relationships with UM students, community and business partners who care
about, spend time with, and listen to them;

• Experiencing fun and success with science as they explore interests, build things, and learn
about the world around them;

• Developing confidence and a belief that they can “do science,” succeed in classes, and even
teach others; and

• Exploring their skills, talents, learning styles, and possible careers they might enjoy.

2. Teen and young adult volunteers are
• Developing leadership skills and confidence;
• Forming friendships with each other, bonds with the children they serve, and a sense of

belonging in what is—for many of our university students—a temporary home; and
• Enjoying real, ongoing community service in a way that we hope will lead them to become

stakeholders in their future communities.

3. Community groups and individuals are
• Becoming genuine stakeholders, as evidenced by increasing volunteer participation and

substantial monetary support for programs; and
• Forming collaborative relationships that build a sense of community.

We are convinced that a breakdown in community is a common root for a host of problems, such as
dysfunctional families, overburdened and ineffective schools, poor student motivation and

achievement, and the psychological isolation and anomie
that lead to violence. Rebuilding community, therefore,
can be expected to relieve all these symptoms and to
bring people together to focus on and address the needs
of their youth. One lesson we have learned about build-
ing learning communities is that our success is very
dependent upon the stability offered by the continuing
presence of the same people year after year. Even when

we have been organizationally involved at a site for years, it always takes a new coordinator
months to win the trust and respect of people there. (A possible exception is when a known volun-
teer takes over as coordinator, since he or she is not starting as an outsider.) Ongoing relationships
seem to be the sine qua non of this kind of community development work.

D. Five-Year Program Summaries
• Hands-On Science Clubs (www.eecs.umich.edu/mathscience/scienceclubs/clubs.html):

295 individual volunteers had science fun with 965 individual children at 365 sessions of 51
clubs

• Academic and Career Mentoring (www.eecs.umich.edu/mathscience/reachout/intro.html):
490 individual volunteers served 554 individual children and teens at schools and commu-
nity sites

• Teacher Services:  382 involved in inservices, tech training, in-class science activities, and
academic or career mentoring programs

• More than 90,000 visitors to Web site (www.eecs.umich.edu/mathscience/), which offers
access to 312 science lessons, 402 quick science activities, 111 career presenters, 90 tours, and
45 job shadowing opportunities

Our success (in building learning
communities) is very dependent
upon the stability offered by the
continuing presence of the same

people year after year.
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As this chart shows,
clubs now meet more

often, allowing for deeper
relationships among

participants.

Total clubs: 51
Total sessions: 365

Total volunteers: 295
Total children/teens: 965

This chart shows the trend toward fewer children or teens per volunteer,
demonstrating our commitment to move away from one-time activities
and into ongoing mentoring relationships, even in our science clubs.
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Academic & Career Mentoring 1995–2000

1999–2000 Reach Out! Coordinators: Deb McCartney Hamann,
Reulonda Norman, Karyl Shand, Stephanie Steele, Tim Hughes

Academic and career mentoring, too, has come to emphasize
more long-term relationships, many lasting more than a year.
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We deliberately and consciously avoid efforts to
“pipeline” young people into technical fields

regardless of what is good for them as individuals,
yet we believe many of them will move in that

direction anyway—and for all the right reasons.

I. Learning Communities: Overview
“Learning Communities” are all about bringing people from throughout a community together to
focus on and address the needs of their youth. Such collaboration can provide powerful support to
children and teens—rebuilding, in a way, the sense of collective responsibility for the young of
bygone eras. Participants are called stakeholders because they all have a real stake in the outcome
—how well children grow and develop into productive and responsible adults. This kind of
community development requires us to move in, figuratively speaking, and become insiders.

We cannot make people change—and cannot even influence them from the outside. As colla-
borators, though, we can help them through a process of analyzing how they might do things
differently and can support them in doing so. It is easy for people to see when things are not
working: that children are not learning as they should, or that teens seem directionless and un-

motivated. They are eager to try to fix these
things, when given an idea how, because
the outcome is so important to them. While
we cannot graft our programs onto those at
schools, community centers, or public
housing sites, we can support them in
establishing programs that they believe to
be important. If the planning and collabo-

ration is good, they can come to believe in ideas that may have originated with us strongly enough
to adopt as their own. When that happens, we can move on to a new area of the community to start
the process over again. The distinction to note is that programming imposed from outside and run
by non-community members is certain to disappear along with the outsiders. Only activities truly
“bought into” by stakeholders will survive after the outside consultants have left.

The point of the process, of getting disparate elements of the community involved, is to get the
primary work of the culture—raising the next generation—done. It is to enculturate children, to
educate them, to help them develop their natural
strengths, and to assist them in setting and achieving
goals. While our motivation may be to produce future
scientists, and our strategies may be aimed at the deficits
in teaching and learning and career planning that forestall
the making of scientists, it is also undeniably true that the
programs and processes we foster are good for all
children and families. We deliberately and consciously
avoid efforts to “pipeline” young people into technical
fields regardless of what is good for them as individuals,
yet we believe many of them will move in that direction
anyway—and for all the right reasons.

All of our programs exhibit some “learning community”
characteristics: they emphasize the development of on-
going relationships; they recruit participants from differ-
ent stakeholder groups; they strive to place people in
roles that are natural for them; and they use a deliberately collective and non-hierarchical
leadership structure. Because we are focused on helping children and developing their capabilities,
we go where they are: schools, community  and recreation centers where they live, and church-

Studying the Table of Elements
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based after-school centers. The three communities in which we have worked in recent years are
Pontiac, Ypsilanti, and Ann Arbor; our programs differ in each. In Pontiac, we work in and through
the schools. In Ypsilanti, we reach the same children both in school and at a church-based commu-
nity center. In Ann Arbor, we reach teens mostly in schools and younger children mostly in com-
munity centers at or near public housing sites. Our specific tasks for learning communities are

• To regularly engage children in—or help teachers incorporate more—hands-on, minds-on
learning experiences, in order to engender excitement about science and to deepen under-
standing of concepts;

• To engage parent, university, business, and other community volunteers in the lives and
learning of children;

• To assist students in becoming teaching assistants (providing classroom demonstrations or
helping teachers with curriculum-related classroom activities) and in acting as scientists
themselves (planning, conducting, and sharing research projects), in order to breed confidence
in their ability to “do science”; and

• To guide children and teens in more active analysis of their own talents and interests, and in
more deliberate and effective career and life planning.

A. Pontiac: Accomplishments and Plans
Our partnership with Owen Elementary School of the School District of Pontiac (www.eecs.umich
.edu/mathscience/PPS/PLChome.html) has thrived for six years, despite the distance that keeps
us from bringing in volunteers as we do in Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor. CUOS Education Outreach
provides halftime support for Susan Shoemaker, Learning Community Coordinator at Owen, with
the school supporting her for the rest of the day. Ms. Shoemaker’s dynamic personality, willingness
and ability to learn and develop new skills, and tenacious adaptability must be credited for a great
deal of the program’s success. During the 1999–2000 school year, she

• Trained science and technology wizards (third through fifth grade students who bring hands-
on activities and demonstrations to classrooms or who train peers to use computers and the
Internet), and supervised some 26 classroom presentations by the science wizards;

• Brought these children to the University of Michigan regularly to learn from research scien-
tists, and to Great Lakes Mall for immersion in map skills, different ways to measure perime-

ters and areas, and graphing of results;

• Assisted teachers in their classrooms
with science activities;

• Done science projects with special
education and Title I (at risk) students
throughout the year;

• Served, at the superintendent’s request,
on the school district’s Early Childhood
Committee and its Technology Commit-
tee, which works on integrating techno-
logy into instruction; and

• Worked with the school nurse to present
a lesson on bacteria to first graders that
had them swabbing areas of the school
and parts of their bodies and growingTaking notes on waves
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cultures in petri dishes to discover the tiny “wildlife” around them and to reinforce the
importance of cleanliness in preventing the spread of disease;

• Participated in a joint school district–City of Pontiac visioning team and in Youth in Govern-
ment Day (she is also a city councilwoman) and Take Our Daughters to Work Day;

• Organized a career club, with presentations this year by a musician, an artist, photographers
(both traditional and underwater), a builder (carpentry, plumbing, masonry, roofing, electrical
work), and a circus clown,

• Mastered new educational software purchased by the school and inserviced teachers on those
programs; and

• Explored with the Superintendent of Schools, district principals, and the CUOS Education
Outreach Director how we might expand what we are doing at Owen School to a districtwide
program, possibly as a subset of programs under their 21st Century Community Learning
Centers grant.

This Learning Community Coordinator (LCC) and her Community Resource Room are an esta-
blished and valued part of the school culture now, which the district’s new superintendent would
like to see replicated in each of its buildings. We are in discussions on how this might be done. Our
preference would be for Ms. Shoemaker to remain partly in the employ of the University of Michi-
gan, so that she and the new LCC’s she would supervise could return regularly to the university
for training and assistance in troubleshooting implementation problems. We also would wish to
proceed incrementally, rather than trying to expand so exponentially. We do not yet know what
form this collaboration will take, but are excited at the prospects and pleased at the endorsement of
our model. It would essentially be a school district program, as we pass the baton to the real
stakeholders in the community.

B. Ypsilanti: Accomplishments and Plans

1. Community Church of God Opportunity Center

The science club program at the Community Church of
God Opportunity Center (www.eecs.umich.edu/
mathscience/scienceclubs/ccogkids99-00.html) contin-
ued to do well, and we are seriously evaluating which
of our services are best suited for their model and
development. Their volunteer homework tutors have
observed and helped with a year’s worth of science
activities and could handle it themselves now. This is
the intended culmination of a developmental process:
the first year at a new site, we bring in programs and
people to make them happen; the second year, we en-
courage local stakeholders to become the manpower under our guidance; after a third year at most,
the true stakeholders should be ready to take over the whole show. To be honest, this process has
already occurred more than once at the Opportunity Center over the past 15 years or so. Bringing
in too many outside volunteers always has the effect of subtly encouraging the congregation’s
volunteers to “retire.” Center Director Beverly Tyler has expressed the congregation’s desire to
“reclaim” their program. We will most likely back off on bringing university volunteers in the
coming year, providing instead training and support for the center’s own volunteers to use the
lessons we have developed for use at all our science club sites.

9
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2. George Elementary School

Our involvement with George Ele-
mentary School (www.eecs.umich.edu
/mathscience/learningcommunities/
george/mainpage.html) has under-
gone yet another transformation. In
1998–99, we tried to share one parent
employee as both a Learning Commu-
nity Coordinator and a technology
trainer. This turned out to be way too
ambitious, leaving her with essentially
two full-time jobs! To fill the LCC
vacuum temporarily, we hired a recent
UM graduate to bring in and coordinate volunteers to run in-classroom science clubs for the year.
While appreciated and successful, these clubs were not the ideal way to develop local stakeholders,
as the teachers and principal depended upon college student volunteers coming in from UM and
Eastern Michigan University. We had a pull-out rather than reach-in program, and we don’t know
whether new approaches to learning science were integrated into the classrooms.

We did not attempt to continue this program in 1999–2000, partly because we know how it under-
mines local stakeholder development to bring in too many non-community members. Instead, we
cast about for someone to fill the LCC role. Doris Calvert, our onetime parent coordinator for the
mentoring program at an Ann Arbor high school, decided she would prefer to work with younger
children, and at a school where she was not known by staff as the mother of a student. After much
discussion with Principal Sharine Buddin, Doris decided to organize a garden club at the school,
which was sorely in need of some beautification after recent renovations. The principal and staff
had hoped to organize such a project for several years, but needed someone to make it happen.
This is a perfect example of how the wider Learning Community can provide the impetus to help

staff and students realize a project of their own
design. Representatives from each fourth and fifth
grade classroom were chosen, and they and their
parents signed contracts acknowledging that they
would miss some classroom time and have to make
up work at another time in order to participate. Each
of these representatives reported back to his or her

room on how the planning and execution of the courtyard garden projects were proceeding. The
activities were explicitly associated with Michigan Content Standards on classification of living
things, requirements for life, and plant parts. The club will expand its efforts in the fall.

Working directly with the principal and teachers, Mrs. Calvert has been preparing for an expanded
role at George, as well. The school is transforming itself into a Multiage Academy this fall, while
also implementing a new, project-based science curriculum. Both changes are being facilitated by
extensive training for the teachers, and Doris has been attending along with them. The Montessori-
like training by the High/Scope Educational Research  Foundation has been especially valuable.
Her role at George will be to assist teachers in the new territory of “experiment stations” and other
hands-on activities and to try once more to coach a local mother to take over as Learning Commu-
nity Coordinator. As it turns out, Doris is a great person for this job: although she has lived in Ann
Arbor for many years, she was born and raised in Ypsilanti and continues to have ties there. She

This is a perfect example of how the
wider Learning Community can provide
the impetus to help staff and students
realize a project of their own design.
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also understands well how we operate, from her years with us and her participation in last sum-
mer’s Research Experience for Teachers program exploring both the Center’s scientific research
and recent pedagogical research. We expect great things during the coming year.

3. Grant Explorations

It is worth mentioning that we seriously explored two grant-based opportunities to expand our
learning community model districtwide within the School District of Ypsilanti. We developed a
proposal and submitted a letter of intent for the National Science Foundation Graduate Teaching
Fellows in K–12 Education program. This project would have used science and engineering gradu-
ate and upper-level undergraduate students within the schools to improve science teaching and
learning through hands-on activities and inquiry-based projects and to expose children to a wide
variety of technical careers. In the end, we decided against submitting the proposal, because we
found ourselves twisting our beliefs and intentions to fit its criteria. We thought, for example, that
a minimum requirement of 20 hours a week was too much for undergraduates in demanding pro-
grams or for graduate students either taking
heavy class loads or trying to conduct seri-
ous research at the same time. In a way, the
program seemed designed more to serve the
college students’ need for financial support
than the K–12 schools’ needs for outside
assistance and expertise. The crowning
blow to our hopes for this project was being
informed that some of the graduate stu-
dents we had in mind would be ineligible
for the program, which mandated that they
be pursuing degrees in technical fields. At
least two of our longtime student workers,
about to earn their bachelor’s degrees in
engineering, are very interested in obtaining
graduate degrees in education or commu-
nity development. We thought they would be ideal candidates to work in K–12 schools, possessing
technical expertise and seeking pedagogical or community-oriented insight.

Instead of trying to make ourselves fit a proposed model, we decided to look for funding with
fewer strings that would allow us to expand upon what we already do and believe in. Accordingly,
we submitted a proposal for the Lucent Technologies Foundation K–16 Grants Program that would
have matched UM undergraduates with district-supported Learning Community Coordinators to
replicate the model we developed at Pontiac’s Owen Elementary School in each of Ypsilanti’s six
grade 1–5 elementary schools. Again, the goal was to infuse project- and inquiry-based learning
opportunities into the curriculum, augmented by career exploration activities. The University of
Michigan was limited to one institutional proposal for this Request for Proposals, and ours was not
chosen to be forwarded to the foundation.

C. Ann Arbor: Accomplishments and Plans
Our efforts in our home community amounted to a major expansion during 1999–2000. We brought
science clubs into community centers at four more public housing sites and expanded our mentor-
ing efforts at Pioneer High School and at the Neutral Zone teen club, as well as our joint programs
with the Downtown Ann Arbor Kiwanis Club. We have found that it is easier to reach our young
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target population of at-risk and minority children at community centers rather than within the Ann
Arbor Public Schools. For teens, we are attempting the same kind of outreach at the Neutral Zone,
so as not to limit our “customers” to Pioneer, with which we have an established relationship.

1. Science Clubs

In addition to the long-standing hands-on science program at Peace Neighborhood Center, and the
program now run by an engineering professor and his students at North Maple Estates, we began
working at Arrowwood Hills Community Center, Bryant Community Center, Hikone Recreation
Center, and Pinelake Village Community Center (www.eecs. umich.edu/mathscience/scienceclubs
/clubs.html). These sites were chosen because they
are also sites for the Serendipity Reading Clubs, with
whose founders we have had a collaborative
relationship. We see this as one more night to keep
the same children productively busy. We helped
steer a University of Michigan Circle K–run program
(Students Against Violence Everywhere) to one of
these sites, too, to offer a third evening of activity.
Our summer Camp Discovery participants come
from this same pool of children, so that the children
have multiple contacts in continuing relationships
with adults who care.

2. Career Mentoring

We have continued to provide planning, training,
and support, including database maintenance, for
the Kiwanis career mentoring at Slauson Middle School and Pioneer High School. After devel-
opment and piloting of this career exploration mentorship, it has been soundly adopted by the
Kiwanis Club for the foreseeable future. The Club revived its Sponsored Programs Committee and,
through it, pledged to fund a University of Michigan student to work part-time to supplement the
mentoring with group workshops to serve more young people more quickly with the same kind of
exploration opportunities. This student, aerospace engineering senior Karyl Shand, has coordi-
nated mentoring at Pioneer for three years now. She has been developing and piloting the career
workshops this summer, financially supported by the Ann Arbor Public Schools. Come fall, she
will be offering them at Pioneer through its Career Center, as well as at the Neutral Zone.

3. Academic Mentoring

Academic mentoring (www.eecs.umich.edu/mathscience/reachout/intro.html) continued at the
Neutral Zone through the summer, in small numbers. The Neutral Zone management wishes to
expand this program, for which we provide training and database maintenance. They will hire a
university work-study student, trained and supervised by Reach Out! and CUOS K–12 Outreach, to
coordinate academic mentoring there—expanding the program through active recruitment and
matching of mentors with teens.

The program at Pioneer High School will attempt, once again, to foster closer ties between mentors
and the teachers of teens they mentor. This effort seems particularly important now, as we lose the
principal and teacher most closely identified with and supportive of the program. The Reach Out!
coordinator is training a successor, as she moves into a new role of coordinating career mentoring
programs.

Eye dissection: “I found the lens!”
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It is interesting to note in passing that our Reach Out! coordinators have established the habit of
finding and training successors as they approach graduation. They are building their own outreach
networks among peers, with a serious stakeholder commitment to this K–12 mission.

Meanwhile, however, we continue to regret not having been able to expand the academic mentor-
ing program to other schools within the district. The Neutral Zone program seems like the best
short-term way to open the opportunity for mentoring to all teens in the community who genu-
inely desire it. It will not have some of the advantages of in-classroom mentoring, but will offer
more schedule options for both students and mentors.

4. Possible New Church Involvement

We hope to begin a partnership with the Bethel AME Church in Ann Arbor, helping them to add
some science fun to their new latchkey program. This program serves many of the same children
we meet at the Arrowwood Hills Community Center, so it fits with our desire to see the same
children as frequently as possible. We continue to believe that black churches, with their commit-
ment to social and educational programming, are an excellent entree into that community. Many
churches are now offering tutoring and/or homework assistance services to children and teens; we
hope to help them expand offerings to include mentoring programs, career counseling, science
activities, and family outings. Frankly, we hope to steer them away from traditional tutoring and
toward the less structured reading and writing activities that used to be fostered within families
and homes, since we are convinced that more of what is not working in schools will be ineffective.
Our talks with the pastor at Bethel
have produced some exciting plans.
The church will provide funding for a
club coordinator we will supervise,
who will provide science activities
one day a week there. Her volunteers
will come not from the university
community but from the church’s
youth group Nubian Princesses (a year-long rites-of-passage group for girls about 10–13 in age).
This, of course, is a sneaky way of exposing them, too, to the science activities, and of helping them
develop leadership skills. Our intention is to bring in Karyl and her personal discovery and career
exploration workshops for this youth group, as well—in yet another example of the blurring of
lines between our sites and programs. We are delighted with the idea of beginning a partnership in
consulting mode, thus avoiding the awkward hand-off from our volunteers to theirs later on.

We have also been conversing with the director of the Youth Enrichment and Self-Development
(YES) program that provides youth programming in 12 churches in the Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti
areas. We are considering a consulting role in which we would share our lessons and units, offer
training for their coordinators, and perhaps develop a Web site for their program.

5. Evidence of Systemic Change

We see all of these developments, especially the commitments of funds and of volunteer mentors
from the Kiwanis Club, the Ann Arbor Schools, the Neutral Zone, and Bethel AME Church, as
evidence of real collaboration among stakeholders. Rather than just bringing in programs and
volunteers, we are metaphorically teaching people to fish, providing the rods and the bait, while
they pay for our consulting services. The multiple cross-connections among groups and indivi-
duals are strengthening the whole community in its ability to serve the needs of children and teens.

We hope to steer them away from traditional tutoring
and toward the less structured reading and writing

activities that used to be fostered within families and
homes, since we are convinced that more of what is

not working in schools will be ineffective.
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II. Science Clubs

A. Program Description and Goals
Our primary goal with science clubs is to capture and keep children’s interest in science through
exciting, discovery-based activities, which also promote a deeper understanding of scientific prin-
ciples and processes. A secondary goal, as always, is to offer children continuing relationships with
caring adults—and vice versa: to offer our young adult volunteers ongoing relationships with each
other and with children. Many volunteers took the relationships beyond what was prescribed for
them. For example, members of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, in their second year as reliable club
volunteers with us, came to school field days, ice cream socials, and band performances to interact
with and cheer on “their kids.” That’s Learning Community.

We believe that science can be intriguing, and the
professional scientists with whom we work disclose
that that was the prompt for their own choice of
profession. While there were periods when they had
to slog through difficult or boring work, it was the
inherently interesting and problem-solving nature of
science that kept them in their fields. Children need
to catch that excitement while still young, before

they come to think they are not capable of “doing science.” Girls, in particular, research has shown,
tend to ascribe difficulties they experience with technical courses to their own lack of ability; they
need to establish greater confidence in their ability to work through difficult material—preferably
before middle school. Just as young children can easily pick up computer skills because they are
not handicapped by the fear and assumption of incompetence that so many adults exhibit, so they
can pick up competence in math and science before it occurs to them to doubt their capacity to do
so. That early success lays the affective groundwork for continuing success. Moreover, just as regu-
lar practice enhances the performance of athletes and musicians, for example, practice at acting
and thinking like a scientist in informal settings translates to better performance in more formal
school settings. In a way, we think of our science clubs as a “practice field” for classroom activities
and achievement testing. They practice observing,
recording data, asking questions, developing and
testing theories. They are learning and perfecting a
process more than absorbing facts.

Speaking of process, the developmental process of
these programs is proceeding, as well. They have all
been through the messy, first-year activities that look
much more like aimless play than science activity. By
the end of this past year, they were doing real lab-type
experiments with considerable success. In the coming
year, we hope to tie those activities as never before to
exactly what they are learning in school at precisely
the right time. This goal will be assisted immeasurably
by our ability to hire recent UM engineering graduate
(and Reach Out! alumna) Debra McCartney Hamann as
a program coordinator for the next year or two. She
has spent the summer planning for next year’s science

Volunteers from the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity came to school field days, ice

cream socials, and band performances to
interact with and cheer on “their kids.”

That’s Learning Community.
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clubs, assembling suggested lessons and activities on a biology theme for the first semester. Each
volunteer will be given a notebook of these and a calendar of planned meetings at orientation—a
vast improvement upon our typical last-minute organization and procurement of materials. This
change has been requested by volunteers for at least three years, but this is the first time we have
been able to make it happen! We wish to note how edified we are that a woman with Debbie’s
credentials and career prospects would commit to a stint at this work—and at a pay rate perhaps
half of what she could earn as an engineer.

B. Program Implementation at Sites
During 1999–2000, there were 12 clubs, at Com-
munity Church of God Opportunity Center (four
elementary and one secondary), Peace Neighbor-
hood Center, Arrowwood Hills Community Cen-
ter, Bryant Community Center, Hikone Recreation
Center, Pinelake Village Community Center,
George Elementary School, and Owen Elemen-
tary School (science and technical wizard groups).
We no longer count the Community Impact Club
at North Maple Estates as one affiliated with us,
since Professor Bill Schultz and his students not only run this club by themselves but also rarely
even request materials from us anymore. We admire their continuing commitment to the site and
the children who participate. They make a real effort to build community, as by, for example,
regularly cleaning up the grounds with their club members. The program is completely theirs now,
although we are certainly open to any help they might request.

1. Community Centers: Arrowwood Hills, Bryant, Hikone, Pinelake Village, Peace Neighborhood

These community center programs sometimes seem like both the most difficult and the most
satisfying work we do. Such centers tend to be disorganized and chaotic, while, at the same time,
their paid leaders can be very insistent on doing things in a certain familiar way. It can take years
to come to feel like “insiders,” with the acceptance that implies. People may be wary because the
university is known for its yearly or one-shot programs and, unfortunately, volunteers can seem
more concerned with building their “community service” résumés than with actually serving. It
takes persistence before people come to rely on us to come back regularly and come to know us
and respect our opinions.

Where, a few years ago, we were reluctant to ask too much of a commitment from volunteers, now
we know that only those who keep coming back, who get to know places and people, will find the
work fulfilling. When real relationships are established, they know they are doing more than serv-

ing others; they are filling their own needs, as well—
their needs to feel useful, to belong, to give back.

This past year, we have struggled with conflicting
expectations and scheduling difficulties and other
nuts-and-bolts problems. For example, volunteers at
one site took it upon themselves to knock on doors
when their children did not show up for science club;
university staff members worried about the liability
issues surrounding college students being alone in a

home—however briefly—with children. As another example, we had some trouble separating our

Where, a few years ago, we were
reluctant to ask too much of a

commitment from volunteers, now we
know that only those who keep coming

back, who get to know places and
people, will find the work fulfilling.
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new science clubs from the previously established reading clubs at some sites. Coordinators felt
pressured to include more reading-intensive activities than they desired and worried about scaring
children off with too “school-y” an atmosphere. They had to fight to establish boundaries, and that
fight is still not over. At another site, the science club had problems with participants who were
essentially assigned to the club rather than choosing it freely, which not surprisingly led to real
discipline problems.

Just when staff members are ready to give up
on a site as just too hard to work with, a club
coordinator will insist on staying because he or
she finally feels that a breakthrough has been
made. We try to carefully observe and docu-
ment the development of our partners in the
growth of a learning community, but some-
times we forget to observe ourselves. Why
should we be immune from the necessity to

soul-search and wrestle with operational issues? We take very seriously our obligation to docu-
ment what we do and have learned, but that can lead to an “expert’s” mind-set. It is vital to remind
ourselves that we, too, are always learning and adapting in a dynamic process that will never
conclude neatly.

2. Community Church of God Opportunity Center

Just such issues are at stake at the Opportunity Center. We have a long history there, with some
staff members having been connected to it for as long as 15 years. It goes through cyclical trans-
formations, as people and programs come and go. Some of us think it is time to leave, to let the
congregation’s volunteers take over the science program as they have the tutoring. Others fear that
it is too soon, and that it will disappear if we leave. At times, we feel the tug of our “own” com-
munity in Ann Arbor: transportation to Ypsilanti is a problem for students; we have few other ties
with the community. Are we really stakeholders? Do we really belong there?

But then we think of how some volunteers have become members of the congregation; of how
some of us have lived there and still have friends and/or relatives and other ties in the city; of the
connections there with some of our Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) program participants
from last summer. It is really not so far away. We have not reached a decision yet on how to pro-
ceed next year, but a compromise is likely. It will probably take the form of our continuing to
provide one or two student coordinators for a more
limited program that uses volunteers not from the
UM community but from the church congregation.
We also think it might be a good expression of
“stakeholder-ness” if the church were to provide the
stipend for such coordinators. We would then be
moving more into our ultimate role there as
consultants, merely assisting them in their own
program.

The director of the Opportunity Center, Beverly
Tyler (who is also an Ypsilanti teacher and was a
participant in the 1999 RET program at CUOS),
noted that church members have expressed a desire
to reclaim their own program. A year of financial

We take very seriously our obligation to
document what we do and have learned, but
that can lead to an “expert’s” mind-set. It is

vital to remind ourselves that we, too, are
always learning and adapting in a dynamic

process that will never conclude neatly.
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support from the Ypsilanti Public Schools, including participant transportation, brought much
greater numbers of children to the center, which may have hurt the quality of the programming.
Beverly wants to go back to the days when the same children participated regularly and volunteers
contacted no-shows to let them know they had been missed and to encourage them to return.
Along the same lines, we have agreed with her that limiting the science club(s) to 20–40 children
would increase effectiveness for participants.

We are not sure what to make of it, but note with interest that longtime Opportunity Center
movers and shakers are now playing similar roles throughout Ypsilanti Public Schools; they
include two principals and one central administrator. Certainly, it has to be good for children to
have the same folks in more than one setting determined to help them reach their potential.

3. George Elementary School

George School is also in Ypsilanti, and serves
many of the same children as the Opportunity
Center; a former director of the center is the
principal there. We still believe that this school
would make an ideal place to develop a school-
centered learning community along the lines of
the successful model at Pontiac’s Owen School.
So much of the success of that model is trace-
able to the efforts of the right people over a
sustained period of time, and George hasn’t
quite caught that lightning in a bottle yet.

However, round three or four of the attempt
has begun! The Courtyard Garden Club instigated in spring 2000 by CUOS staffer Doris Calvert is
another entree to the school community. Networking in time-honored learning community fashion,
she approached a teller at her bank, Paula Eggert, whom she knew to be an avid gardener. She, in
turn, pointed Doris to a bank vice president, Lou Morse, who is also a Master Gardener. Lou
brought in tools and a rototiller, Doris obtained donated supplies from the business community,
and the three women helped this club carry through a project they helped design for the
betterment of their community.

Again, the content of the activity seemed less important than the process. Children developed their
leadership skills, made collective decisions, and won the respect of their peers and teachers. They
kept journals of their planning and implementation process, and also wrote letters asking busi-
nesses for donations and thanking them afterwards. Doris became known and respected by staff

there and was included in the contracted training of staff by the
High/Scope Foundation for their new Multiage Academy format
at George.

Doris has spent the summer inventorying and organizing the
school’s Community Resource Room, which had been in consider-
able disarray. The school had been packed up for renovations and,
by the time they were done, there was no Learning Community

Coordinator to unpack things in the new room. In fall 2000, Doris will be spending regular time
there preparing experiment stations to complement the science curricula. This is new territory for
her and for us, but we have high hopes of becoming a genuine contributor to the school’s new
project-based science program. She will also be mentoring a mother hired by the school to become

Much of the success ... is
traceable to the efforts of
the right people over a

sustained period of time.
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a Learning Community Coordinator, charged
with bringing the community into the school
and the students out into the community. If
this works well, we may begin a collaboration
with Ypsilanti’s Adams School, which will
become a math-science academy in fall 2001.
Beverly Tyler teaches there and the CUOS K–
12 Outreach Director knows the principal
from the Community Church of God and its
Opportunity Center. This illustrates the organ-
ic growth of a learning community, through a
web-like network of personal contacts.

4. Owen Elementary School

Since Owen School has been our focus in Pontiac, accomplishments and plans there are covered
above in section IA on the Pontiac Learning Community. In summary, the Learning Community
Coordinator there has pioneered a “wizard” model in which children become teachers and demon-
strators, as well as participants, in science activities. The science and technology wizards at Owen
(who are very attached to that title, even if we have tried to get them to adopt something people
can grasp more immediately!) have shown in yet another context that the process of what we do is
more important than the content. For example, they have chosen science activities based more on
personal interest than any instructive potential or connection to curriculum. Yet they and the stu-
dents with whom they share these activities have greatly enjoyed them. The effects on the wizards
themselves and how they are viewed by themselves, by peers, and by teachers are nothing less
than profound. Suddenly, they are seen as more competent than before. Their attendance, attitude,
and grades improve. Other students figuratively get in line to join this group and attain its status.
It is important to note that many wizards have been Title I students or otherwise labeled “at risk.”
The empowerment and self-esteem they gain is an incalculable benefit—whether or not anyone
gains scientific knowledge from their efforts.

One departure in this year’s program was four visits by Owen wizards with scientists at the uni-
versity. The personal relationship LCC Shoemaker developed with Research Scientist John Nees
and Professor Herbert Winful during her participation in the CUOS Research Experiences for
Teachers program on campus in the summer of 1999 led directly to this experiment. Owen Princi-

pal Shirley McClendon justified paying for a bus from
Pontiac to Ann Arbor by filling it with other students
who toured a nuclear reactor across the street while
the wizards were interacting with the scientists. The
UM scientists did hands-on activities related to light,
optics, and lasers with the children.

On their first visit, students learned terminology such
as “crest” and “trough,” and measured the amplitude
and frequency of waves in Maya Lin's Wave Field
earthwork and in the reflecting pool on North Cam-
pus, as well as in more traditional ways. The second
visit added the terms “frequency,” “resonance,”
“nodes,” and “anti-nodes.” They measured reso-
nance by counting how many anti-nodes appeared

Wizards experiencing waves in the Wave Field

Measuring amplitude
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on a string as they added mass to one end of it. Once they finished measuring, John prepared a
graph and showed the children how they can predict an outcome by measuring. The third visit
explored other kinds of waves, using pipe and water-filled-bottle xylophones and CUOS Director
Gérard Mourou’s viola. The wizards learned how frequency and amplitude relate to pitch and
loudness; how you could classify sounds by both; and how you can describe them so that others
can replicate your work (as in writing a “song” and using a system to describe it that others can
decode). On their final trip, the students toured some of the CUOS laser labs, discovering to their
evident surprise how exacting and even tedious such research can be. The students came to really
respect John and to enjoy coming each month, despite the
long bus rides. They want to do it again next year.

When the UM trips became too much of a financial burden,
the science wizards took one last, briefer field trip nearby to
do math at Great Lakes Mall. Ms. Shoemaker developed four
lessons for the trip: measuring the perimeter of the mall by
walking and counting their steps and by using a more exact
digi-wheel, using map skills and the mall’s directory  to find
specific numbered stores in the mall, and doing a directory
search comparing the number of different types of stores and displaying this data in a bar graph. It
made for a simple and exciting hands-on math experience for the children.

As alluded to in the report on the Pontiac Learning Community, we do not now know whether this
program will remain the same next year or expand exponentially. The district superintendent has
expressed an interest in such an expansion, but details are nowhere near being nailed down. We
are excited by the prospect of such an amplified program but do not yet know whether such a large
change will come to fruition during the 2000–2001 school year.

C. Anecdotal Evaluations of Science Clubs
The following excerpts from mentor evaluations show how the advice of people who’ve been there
can help us to continuously improve our programs. They also demonstrate the profound impact
such volunteer relationships can have on the college students who participate.

Do you have ideas for future lessons?

Some of the readings (for the seasons/equator lesson especially) were very difficult for the kids—and my kids
were very good readers. I think they may have been taken from a high school text. In general, the kids seemed
to enjoy the interactive (project-making, hands-on) activities best. Maybe another artistic project that
emphasizes creative expression (as opposed to: follow the instructions and make this...).

Maybe constructing more group projects would enable the students to produce more complex and, therefore,
more interesting results for the children.

I think it’s important the projects are easy enough for the kids to do themselves so that way they won’t get
frustrated and lose interest.

How can we improve our program?

Maybe we could have a “getting to know you period” with all the volunteers before we start going to the site.
This way, we’d know everyone’s name. I didn’t learn everyone’s name until the last couple meetings.

I really enjoyed last week’s [group] project because it was fun watching the kids work together. It also gave the
mentors an opportunity to talk with the kids more. More projects where mentors and kids are all working
together will help us all get to know each other better and help the kids improve their problem-solving skills
and ability to work in groups.

Making a wave.
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A suggestion I have is to meet beforehand with all of the volunteers to explain exactly how to handle the
experiment. Also, I think that a short demonstration could be helpful to the children at the beginning.

I felt rushed a lot of the time and wish that I could have spent even more time on projects with the kids.

Although I didn’t have trouble helping the children with the projects, I think it would have made it easier for
me and more interesting for them if I had a day or so to look over the material and see what I find most
interesting. It would have enabled me to share some personal knowledge with the children also.

What experience(s) impacted you the most?

Simply talking to the kids about their interests, families, etc. It amazes me how intelligent and motivated my
kids seem to be (at such a young age, and under their circumstances)!  Plus, the brightening of their faces as I
walk in is especially rewarding! :-)

Hearing some of the stories about the family conditions these kids come from. It made me realize and
appreciate what I have.

The one-on-one impacted me the most. It really helped me out person-
ally to help a child, and it made me feel good doing it. It was a relief to
get with people outside of campus life.

I liked working with children because they “tell it like it is.” It is inter-
esting to see how we can learn from them as much as they learn from us.

It kind of feels good to be someone they can look up to.

I enjoyed seeing the children so excited to see us when they came. Even if
my day was bad, coming in and seeing someone so happy to see me,
really cheered me up.

I think I learned how explain things multiple ways. If they didn’t under-
stand it the first time, I had to think of a new way to explain it.

Seeing the children react to the mentors when we come and go. It isn’t
just another thing for them to do that week—they really seem to get
excited about it. And that makes me feel really good.

How has your experience working with children affected your views and ideas about the needs of children, the
role of community centers, etc.?

It taught me that community centers do have an important role in many children’s lives. I learned that some of
the smallest things you do can impact a child’s life in an important way.

These children live in homes with very unstable supervision and attention. I think that it’s great that so many
people are trying to help them realize their potential. The community center is a great place for them to go to
get the attention and help that they need after school.

It has shown me that one person really can make a difference. I don’t know that I am having an earth-shattering
impact on my mentee, but I know that for the time being I am taking part in something that seems to make
her happy, and you can’t put a price on that.

My experience has caused me look at the bigger picture outside of the U of M campus. I definitely would like
to continue volunteering in a similar environment in the future. Community centers provide a great atmos-
phere for the children because they are safe and have adult supervision.

I’ve gotten a glimpse of how much the kids need something like this. I’ve always thought along those lines, but
seeing it firsthand and interacting with the children made it much more real to me.

I was impressed at the resources available at Hikone, and the variety of activities offered to kids there. It’s
certainly reinforced my belief that community centers and programs like this can work.
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I notice that there need to be a lot more activities for children who can’t afford to be placed into community
sports teams or classes. It seems that if you don’t have the extra $50 to sign up for Little League, there aren’t
many free activities you could participate in.

It is incredible to me what a group of dedicated people can do to provide an enriching, safe, fun environment
for disadvantaged children.  As I said, the children are clearly motivated, and they know they have a strong
support base, which is extremely important.  As part of my work at the center, I did a report for my psych class
on resilience in children, and one of the key protective factors (that allow a child in an at-risk environment to
develop successfully and cope well) is support from outside the family, in the form of teachers, neighbors, or
mentors. I sincerely hope that our presence there has helped fill that role.

I definitely have seen a much greater need for community involvement in education.  Although parents,
teachers, and classmates play the largest role in the education of a child, interactions outside of class with
people not directly involved with their formal education helps a lot in the children’s development.

I have always thought it was important to help the less fortunate. This only affirms the fact that it doesn’t take
too much to put a plan into action and make a difference.

Working with the children has reopened my eyes as to how needy some children can be for a role model in
their lives. I used to live in Detroit but ... I guess I had forgotten what that is like. I also realized how much
some children need help with homework and basic studies.

I think that everyone in the community should take time out of their busy lives to take a look at the lives of
others.  The less ignorant people are of the things that happen around them, the more understanding, selfless,
and aware they will be to the future—which is each and every child.

Community centers such as the one we worked at provide a refuge away from the pressures of school that even
young children experience.

I really enjoyed the inter-generational experience [at a center with elder volunteers]. We were all there to help
the kids, so there was a great sense of solidarity (everyone was there to help each other, to give the kids the best
experience possible) and support.

I see how crucial programs like this are. Teachers can’t do everything and having a community center where
kids can learn and get help is very important to their education.

I have realized that there are people (especially children) that need help in my own community.

Exploring the innards of a cow eye
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D. 1999–2000 Science Club Program Summaries

Overall, 97 volunteers met 213 children and teens in 130 sessions of 12 separate clubs.

The real story is that our science volunteers are meeting
more often with the same children now.

Where our clubs for the years 1995–99 had 3.8 children per volunteer,
that ratio was down to 2.2 for 1999–2000.

The 1995–99 average of 6 sessions per club had improved to 11 per club last year.
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Direction and motivation are absolutely
crucial for all students. Even those with
very high ability have difficulty applying

themselves if they see no point to it.

III. Academic and Career Mentoring Programs

A. Program Description and Goals
Recognizing that getting children excited about science is not enough to guarantee that more of
them will become scientists or engineers, our mentoring programs are designed to provide the
support services needed for them to continue to experience success with technical classes. Obvi-
ously, this includes traditional tutoring, although within a continuing relationship so as to be more
effective for teens and more rewarding for mentors. But it also includes helping teens analyze who
they are, who and what they would like to become, and how to get there. Such personal discovery

and career exploration can provide direction and
motivation—which are absolutely crucial for all
kinds of students. Even those with very high ability
have difficulty applying themselves if they see no
point to it. If they know enough about a field that is
of high interest to them, then they are more likely to
seek out and succeed in the preparation necessary

for work in that field. Moreover, brain research demonstrates that personal relevance is one of two
criteria determining whether something will move from short-term memory to long-term storage.
Schools and teachers traditionally focus on the first criterion (whether the thing being learned
makes sense to the learner), while largely ignoring the second. We firmly believe that seeing rele-
vance and understanding how learning is applied in desirable careers dramatically increases long-
term retention. Accordingly, we

• Recruit and train volunteer mentors for academic
support, as well as for career exploration and
personal discovery;

• Work with high school teachers to implement
academic mentoring within classrooms after school;

• Help community centers run mentoring programs via
volunteer recruitment, orientation services, and
database support;

• Work with teachers, counselors, and career centers
within schools and at community centers to offer
workshops guiding teens through personal discovery
of interests and talents and through exploration of
appropriate career fields and the required preparation for them; and

• Help teens develop plans to meet work and/or college goals.

Additionally, this year we are moving the report on our summer day camp from the Science Clubs
to the Mentoring section. The activities offered through it are by no means confined to science; they
more closely fit the definition of personal and career mentoring.

B. Program Implementation and Plans
Mentoring expanded to several new sites during the 1999–2000 year and came to encompass much
more deliberate career mentoring. A variety of volunteers from the university and the community
made significant time commitments to make this work. Overall, 15 Owen Elementary students
participated in a Career Club with five community volunteers and the Owen Learning Community
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Coordinator; 8 Kiwanis members took 10 high school students through a six-week career men-
toring program; Karyl Shand and 3 volunteers took 7 high school girls through a pilot career
workshop; 8 volunteers saw 12 children through a free summer camp on campus; 16 volunteer
mentors helped 17 teens with academic tutoring at the Neutral Zone; and 34 mentors assisted 36
teens academically at Pioneer High School.

1. Pioneer High School

Academic mentoring (www.eecs.umich.edu
/mathscience/reachout/PHSguide. html) at
Pioneer continues to develop. A goal for the
program this past year had been to fold in a
career exploration piece, so as to explicitly
address students’ planning and motivation
as well as their academic difficulties. We
learned that this was just not possible: there
simply was not enough time. Some mentors
began meeting more than once a week,
because academic support alone seemed to
demand it. Consequently, we will be
encouraging mentors to consider meeting
twice a week with their mentees, and we will offer separate workshops and mentorships for career
exploration to those who are interested.

Our theme of “intentional mentoring” was not implemented as we had hoped. Coordinator Karyl
Shand believes we may have overprescribed the format of meetings, resulting in an unnaturally
forced relationship. In trying to speed up the getting-to-know-you process, we interfered with the
flow of genuine interaction. We now assume that a certain awkwardness and time to become
acquainted are unavoidable—and the reason we moved to continuing relationships in the first
place, of course. It takes teens a while to get comfortable enough to reveal weaknesses (like the girl
who admitted she was “scared of fractions”) and, until that happens, it will not be an effective
intervention. The relationship still feels more like tutoring than mentoring to most participants,
and will probably remain so until more time is devoted to it.

During the 2000–2001 school year, we will intentionally reach
out to more teachers to sponsor mentoring in their rooms. We
think it is ideal to offer academic support in classrooms, right
after school, with the teachers present, because of the opportu-
nities that offers for cooperation and understanding on all
sides. The mentors can see that the teachers care and are com-
petent; the teachers can see the same about mentors and that
the students are trying to learn; the students can see that both

adults want them to succeed and are willing to work together to make that happen. Coordinator
Karyl Shand noted that having math department head Jennie Lombard in her classroom (the site
for mentoring for the past two years) was powerful: she answered content questions when mentors
could not, she introduced Karyl to other staff members during meetings held in that room, she did
some publicizing of the program within the school community and through the PHS newsletter.

Ms. Lombard’s retirement, along with the transfer of Principal Bob Galardi, will leave quite a void
to be filled. The new principal is from out of state; the assistant principal who will be serving as
administrative contact for the program is relatively new to the building; and many of the science

It takes teens a while to get
comfortable enough to reveal

weaknesses; until that
happens, it will not be an

effective intervention.
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and math teachers are new, as well. We plan a special recruiting effort to get up to five teachers
involved to the extent of offering their classrooms as mentoring sites. It has taken years to feel
known and integrated into the life of the building, and we do not want to lose that.

An anecdote from last fall will illustrate the kinds of intangible benefits of just being there consis-
tently and for a long time. One girl who applied for a mentor in November complained to a coun-
selor in December that she had still not been contacted or matched with a mentor. The counselor,
after calling the Reach Out! office and getting just an answering machine, complained in turn to the
principal about this unresponsiveness. Karyl met with the counselor, explained that she did not
answer the phone because she was at Pioneer High every afternoon rather than back on campus,
showed her the record of attempted contacts with the teen in question that got no response, noted
that she was in the mentoring room partly to serve any students who had not yet been matched
with mentors or whose mentors could not make it on a given day, and reminded the counselor that
the mentors are all volunteers. This counselor is now an ambassador for the program, and this
incident shows the importance of having a coordinator on site to nip potential problems in the bud.

Along the same lines, we plan to focus next year on algebra I and II, geometry, and chemistry—as
these seem to be the real trouble spots for most of our “customers.” They are also real gatekeeper
courses, in that success or failure in them can turn a student onto or off the path to higher educa-
tion in a technical field. Our new plan to schedule mentoring for just Mondays and Wednesdays
after classes will also help us focus. That may not meet everyone’s schedule, but we hope it will
make it easier to recruit teachers willing to be there
and interact with mentors and students—and thus
make the entire process more effective.

In a pilot of a new format, supplementary to the origi-
nal one, a Reach Out! member will coordinate academ-
ic mentoring support for the men’s basketball team. Its
coach, Brian Townsend, is eager to see whether such
mentoring can help players who barely achieve the
grade point average needed to participate in sports.
We would never want to limit our services to such a
population but are willing to see if this is another good
way to find and serve at-risk students.

Career mentoring at Pioneer continued by Kiwanis
Club members through the Key Club (the high school
arm of Kiwanis). Mentors take teens through at least two on-line instruments for determining their
own interests and strengths. Then, they explore together the career fields that capitalize on such
strengths. Once the teen settles on a particular job he or she wishes to explore, the mentor finds an
adult who does that job and is willing to sit with the teen for an informational interview or—better
yet—to allow the teen to shadow him or her on the job. This intense six-week program is well-
reviewed by both mentors and teens. Mentors have tended to repeat with a new mentee each
semester, obviously finding the experience worthwhile and rewarding. Some teen feedback:

We have had a great relationship. He has taught me a lot and helped me to reach my full potential.

Very  valuable. A great experience. I don’t believe anything has compared to it yet.

The only drawback is that this kind of program can only be offered to a half-dozen or so teens each
semester. In order to serve more young people, Karyl and volunteers will be offering a series of
personal discovery and career exploration workshops through the PHS Career Center. We think a
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small-group format can also be effective—and would perhaps be easier to offer within the school
context. We consider it quite significant—and evocative of both systemic change and learning
community development—that the school district has paid Karyl to plan this program expansion
this summer, that the school will support it with advertising and computer accommodations, and
that the Kiwanis Club will pay her to coordinate it in the fall. All parties obviously know one
another well enough to be confident of shared goals and to trust one another to produce results.

2. Slauson Middle School

Slauson was the original pilot site for Kiwanis career mentoring, offered through Doris Sprentall’s
health class. Kiwanis Club members were trained by Outreach Director Jeannine LaSovage to help
young teens through a process of figuring out what they like to do and why—independent of the
expectations of or need to please teachers and parents. Our primary goal is to help them realize
that they enjoy what they are good at, and that finding a career related to their interests and talents
is a prescription for a satisfying work life. It is disheartening to see how many have very shallow
goals (such as becoming rich and/or famous) and very little understanding of what it would take
to reach even those sketchy goals. For example, they have no clue about the preparation, practice,
and luck it takes to make it in professional sports—or the brevity of such careers. They also have
no realistic idea of the relationship between the expense of a desired life-style and the pay rates in a
desired career field. Most have no career ambitions beyond what they know from family experi-
ence or prominent examples in the media. They don’t appreciate the breadth of options available to
them.

That’s the bad news; the good news is that they
are extremely receptive to the kind of personal
discovery and career planning we offer them—
even if parents occasionally are not. At least one
young man “dropped out” after he began ex-
ploring careers other than the one his parents
had in mind for him.

This past year, career mentoring was offered both through the health class and through the revived
Builders Club (the middle school arm of Kiwanis). In the coming year, it will be augmented by
career and personal discovery workshops offered by Karyl Shand and volunteers she will train
from the Pioneer High Key Club. This is another of several mentions in this report of Karyl’s
Kiwanis-funded plans for next year; we consider it a sign of true learning community development
that we cannot easily separate programs and sites anymore! Kiwanians are very enthusiastic about
the need for and potential of such mentoring:

I think Kiwanians should become key players, blaze the trail for other service groups.

[This is a] very well organized and targeted short package which is very effective.

3. The Neutral Zone

Academic mentoring has continued through the summer at the Zone on a small scale. Sixteen teens
were served by 16 mentors during the 1999–2000 year. The participants don’t seem especially
different from those at Pioneer, but their scheduling needs are: the Zone offers more early evening
options. Folks there have handled the program with just occasional support from CUOS staff, for
orientation services and database maintenance. They are ready, however, to expand it to serve
more teens. Accordingly, they have agreed to pay a CUOS-supervised coordinator to recruit, train,
match, support, and evaluate there, as Karyl has done at Pioneer. While this diverges a bit from our

Our primary goal [in career mentoring] is
to help teens realize that they enjoy what
they are good at, and that finding a career
related to their interests and talents is a

prescription for a satisfying work life.
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more strictly consultant role in the past, we nevertheless consider it evidence of successful learning
community development. The more the boundaries blur between partners and programs, the more
lasting change we believe we have all achieved.

Career mentoring: Karyl planned and recruited a few volunteers to help her offer a girls’ slumber
party this summer at the Neutral Zone with a “She’s Got Personality” theme. Participants went
through the Keirsey personality and temperament indicator questionnaires and did an extensive
analysis of their types and the implications for how they learn
best, what kind of work environment they would thrive in, what
types they should choose for mates, and how they interact with
their parents. This was in addition to the typical overnight
activities of watching movies, eating junk food, and playing with
hair and nails. It did seem an effective way to get teen girls
interested in self-analysis and thinking about careers. Several
expressed interest in attending follow-up workshops and/or
volunteering to help with repeat offerings of this one.

Again, note that Ann Arbor Public Schools supported Karyl
during this planning and pilot phase and that the Kiwanis Club
will pay her to implement these new offerings in the fall at both
Pioneer High and the Neutral Zone.

4. Owen Elementary School: Career Club 1999–2000

At the first meeting in November, participants went through the
Birkman Career Profile (http://services.review.com/registration/
index.asp?body=newuser). This questionnaire asks about one’s perceptions and responses to
everyday, normal events, generating a report on interests and goals, usual style, underlying needs,
and behavior under stress—plus links to more information on appropriate careers.

Later that month, Quincy Stewart, a jazz musician, made a career presentation sharing the impor-
tance of music in education and the pros and cons of today’s popular music, and encouraging
every child to learn to play some instrument. In studying art in all its variety, participants next
looked at underwater photography and talked about careers associated with water and diving.
They made books on their findings. In February, Bill Dwyer, photojournalist, came to share his

career and many examples of his work. In March, Gary
Clark and Dan Casey visited the career club and did an
excellent presentation, actually building a frame for a
scale-model house. They brought in roofing materials,
plumbing equipment, electrical supplies, siding, light
fixtures, and faucets, to demonstrate each trade and
help the kids do the work as he explained. It was a
fascinating hands-on experience for the children. Their
final projects involved some life lessons in interpreting
pay stubs, learning about payroll deductions for taxes
and other expenses, understanding invoices, and
balancing checkbooks.

Learning Community Coordinator Susan Shoemaker
organized the club (http://www.eecs.umich.edu/
mathscience/PPS/cclub.html), which we consider a
good model for other schools.

Learning about the building
trades by doing
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5. Camp Discovery

For a second year, a dozen children were selected from
the Ann Arbor subsidized public housing community
centers at which we work during the school year for
this free summer day camp. Given how exhausted
everyone was by last year’s pilot program, we reduced
the day to run from 9 AM to 4 PM and the session from
five days to three. This year, the consensus was that it
was too short! Most likely, next year’s program will
keep the shorter day and run for four days. The sched-
ule of activities was also changed to involve less
walking, since a complete campus walking tour in the
summer heat was too tiring—and “tired kids are not happy kids!”

With two coordinators and six volunteer counselors, there was plenty of individual attention for
the children. The theme was Travel Adventure, and each camper was given a passport to have
stamped and in which to record discoveries at each destination. After cramming way too many
activities into last year’s schedule, the coordinators had a good idea of what worked and what did
not as they pared the list. There was more emphasis on getting-to-know-you activities and less
structured, camp-style games and songs. What we had thought might be boring or old-hat
activities were, in fact, new to most of our kids. Major activities we kept included a visit to the bell
tower; a tour and hay ride at Dominos Farms; exploration of the Aerospace Building, its displays,
and the adjoining Wave Field, plus a plane-building exercise; tour of the Society of Automotive
Engineers test cars; canoeing at Gallup Park; tours and interaction with musicians and athletes at
Revelli Hall and at Crisler Arena and Michigan Stadium; and swing dancing instruction.

The volunteers were surprised at the depth of the personal connection forged in so short a time. It
was really difficult to get the kids to go home on Friday! Once again, counselors were surprised at
just how much the children craved touching and attention. One wondered if that weren’t the real
attraction of the dancing activity—that it made for a lot of carrying and swinging and holding. We
hope to have some kind of reunion activity at least once in the fall just for fun. One definite im-
provement this year was that half of the counselors, in addition to half the campers, were male,
since coordinator (and Reach Out! alumna) Aarti Raheja recruited some of her medical school class-
mates. Last year, several counselors were black; this year, it seemed that we traded that character-

istic for gender. This was probably a net posi-
tive, as the boys responded very favorably to
male counselors. Counselors, who tended to
come from a different class background, were
struck by the children’s threatening “trash
talk” to one another and by their familiarity
with violent lyrics and raps. Another change
this year that improved the experience for all
was an orientation picnic for counselors be-
forehand at Jeannine LaSovage’s house. This
was an opportunity for strangers to become
acquainted, to learn tips and strategies from
the coordinators, and to become comfortable
with their coming roles. All agreed that this
made them more effective.

Campers at Michigan Stadium

Test car driver for a dayStrike up the band!
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The other coordinator (and Reach Out!
alumna), Debbie McCartney Hamann,
noted that things  went so well that she
and Aarti were constantly afraid they
might “break the spell” when it was
time to move on to another activity.

This program probably is the least
connected of all we do with promoting

math- and science-related careers. We consider it important to that
goal anyway, because it is one more set of enriching and horizon-
widening experiences for children we do science activities with all
year. Who knows how much spending time on a college campus
or interacting with people from really different backgrounds will impact a child’s future?

C. Anecdotal Evaluations of Mentoring
Mentors had a variety of experiences. Those who have
been with us for more than one semester sound like
parents of a second or third child: slightly amazed at how
different each individual can be. Many felt great satisfac-
tion, others were disappointed, and a few felt that they
were not up to the task academically, since they had
forgotten so much of the high school subject with which
they were helping.

Things They Liked

I have really enjoyed my mentoring experience.  When I graduate, I want to teach secondary school, so this is
giving me a great opportunity to get a feel for what that may be like. My only concern is that I think it would
be more helpful for me to meet with my student more often then once a week. Unfortunately, this semester, my
schedule did not allow me to do that.

I feel that my mentoring experience has been good. I have learned how to communicate more effectively in
teaching and explaining things in a variety of ways so that the person can understand. Plus, it gives me a sense
of accomplishment to see someone interested and wanting my help.

I had an awesome time with my mentee. [She] had an incredible attitude and was a very hard worker. I was
lucky to get such a good student.

It’s been really great for me. I’ve been able to meet a lot of people whom I really admire and can share ideas
with. The students that I’ve worked with also give me different perspectives, and they can be really good
friends.

Reservations They Had

I kind of feel like my mentee didn’t really need my help, and that I don’t really know how to teach someone
biology anyway. For me it was always easy to learn the stuff—I just heard it and got it, and as a result I can’t see
how to explain it. Math I can explain, although only the really basic stuff, as I somehow slid through the more
advanced levels without really understanding them. I feel like I helped her a little but that she probably could
have benefited more from a different mentor.

I was just wondering, do mentees volunteer to receive help or does it seem that many of them apply at the
wishes of their parents or teachers? [Mine] really didn’t seem eager to receive help.

I feel pretty frustrated. I volunteered last semester and had a very different experience—my student was very
interested in learning and very considerate of my time to spend with her. This semester I’ve been told that my

Making friends

We like the hats!
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student is very forgetful, but I’ve been stood up three times going out to the school. I’ve tried calling my
student the day before the session, and she tells me she will meet me at the designated time the next day. I’ve
done this two of the three times that she has not shown up. I know this student needs help, but ... if there has
been some progress, I am unaware of it.

Suggestions

The mentoring experience was too short. I helped her with math and there is just so much to do there! Teachers
at Pioneer should know that I am not only supplementing her curriculum but I am very nearly teaching her a
majority of things! I fret for the people who don’t have this outside source of help. I thought I’d only mentor in
the fall, but I am going to stay with her this coming semester, too.

I really am enjoying my experience—meeting the family, hanging out. They’re like the little sisters I never had.
Suggestion: making the time commitment more. Not a lot can get done in one hour a week.

Pleasant Surprises

Just thought I’d share this: after we had figured out that algebra 2 problem for [another person’s mentee], I
thought I was done with that sort of thing for some time. I ended up going back to [my hometown] that night,
and my sister asked for help. Turns out she also needed help with linear programming. It’s a good thing I stuck
around to try and help figure out that problem!

It was more challenging this year. I like it, though. It is helping me explain things that I take for granted since I
just know them and accept them. It gives me a new perspective on things.

It was a rewarding experience. Not only did I feel good about helping someone, it also was a relearning
experience.

What do you think the children gained from this experience [Camp Discovery]?

A life-changing experience; appreciation of university life and university students; several all-new experiences;
inspiration to succeed academically; lots of fun.  [From adult volunteer helper]

D. 1999–2000 Mentoring Program Summaries

Total volunteers: 84
Total children & teens: 107
Children/Volunteer: 1.3

1999–2000 Academic & Career Mentors by Site
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IV. Technology

A. Technology Implementation
We use technology primarily in the form of computerized databases to track our efforts and a
comprehensive Web site to communicate resources, share ideas, and document progress and
accomplishments. We maintain dozens of separate databases for our own programs and for close
partners, such as the Ann Arbor Neutral Zone teen center. Our examination of feedback from
coordinators, volunteers, and “customers” for the creation of reports, such as this one and
individual ones to partners, allows us to continually refine our methods.

Our Web-site resource base continues to grow and to be used heavily for instructional purposes,
career exploration, personal planning, and learning community development. Overall usage went
from about 60,000 hits in the first four years to 30,000 last year alone. The site offers access to 312
science lessons, 402 quick science activities, 111 career presenters, 90 tours, and 45 job shadowing
opportunities. The on-line assortment of personal discovery and career exploration tools has been
especially useful and forms the backbone of our career mentoring programs and workshops.

B. Usage Statistics
During the past year (August 1999 through July 2000), about 170 users among approximately
30,000 hits have contacted us by guestbook (24%) or e-mail (76%), from at least 12 countries
(Argentina, Australia, Canada, Germany, Great Britain,
Jamaica, Pakistan, Panama, Syria, Trinidad-West Indies,
United Arab Emirates, USA), and 30 identifiable states.
The largest percentage (nearly half) wanted help of some
kind—most often with a science fair project or in finding a
particular kind of curricular element. The site’s manager
can almost always provide that help, along with advice on
how the user might more easily find such things without
help in the future.

C. Anecdotal Feedback
Nothing but a collection of excerpts will do to convey the
flavor and variety of our electronic communications:

Praise/Thanks

Hi. I have to do a career presentation at my son’s school! I
certainly know what I do, but I was a bit confused on how to
present it. Thanks to your website’s insightful tips, I feel a lot
better about my “presentation” now. Thanks!

- parent, Michigan

I visit your site regularly for ideas for the science lessons I
take into my elementary school. - teacher, Australia

My daughter loves to do at home science experiments and
your web page was the best that we found—keep up the great
work—the next thing you need is an e-mail list to mail new
experiments to children/parents and teachers.

- parent, Alaska

Respondents by Purpose
Call for Help 49%
Offer Praise/Thanks 41%
Suggest Collaboration 12%
Offer Corrections/Suggestions 7%
Ask Permission to Use Materials 6%
Ask to List Our Site on Theirs 5%
Complain 3%
Unknown/Inappropriate 5%
(Some in more than one category)

Respondents by Category
K-12 Student 20%
K-12 Teacher 15%
College Student 11%
Parent/Grandparent 10%
Business 8%
Non-Profit 6%
Professor/University Staff 4%
Government 2%
K-12 Administrator 1%
Unknown 19%

(Some in more than one category; at
least 68% of the college students

known to be student teachers)
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I have never seen such a complete lesson plan on using the Internet before. Thank you, you have helped me a
great deal. - teacher, Wisconsin

I’m twelve years old and have a science experiment to do. I heard about your website and went to it. I’ve been
looking for a week and this [experiment] is the coolest thing I’ve seen yet! Thanks a lot!

- K–12 student, unknown locale

I really think it is great that kids and teachers can get useful information right out of their own home, without
having to visit a library or other such. When I was browsing the Web I came across this site and found exactly
what I was looking for. So thank you for having such a useful and entertaining site.

- K–12 student, unknown locale

I am currently in the middle of my four-week practicum for my Diploma of Education, at the University of
Western Sydney, Australia. Your site has lessons in the format I need. Cheers! - student teacher, Australia

A great helpful, intuitive site into the often confusing and bewildering state of college help for the LD student.
- parent, Ohio

Cross-listing of our Site

Congratulations! Your site, “Alphabetical List of Lessons,” has been awarded a Five Star rating by Schoolzone’s
panel of over 400 expert teachers. This is in recognition of the fact that it is an outstanding educational site:
useful for teaching and learning and easy to navigate. Schoolzone (www.schoolzone.co.uk) currently attracts up
to 16,000 users per day and hard copy mails to every school in the UK every week. - Great Britain

We have reviewed your site and decided to include “Science Lessons” on OpenHere, one of the 10 largest index
and search sites on the Internet and is specifically focused on creating resources for the family.

- www.OpenHere.com

Hello. We’ve added the Southeastern Michigan Math-Science Learning Coalition to Michigan Teacher
Network. When we move to the database version of our site, we will be providing more information on your
site and linking to it in more ways. Be sure to check back in a month or so, as you’ll like the new version of our
site even better.   - MTN Clearinghouse Librarian, Michigan

Asking for Help

I have been looking for some guidelines to give me an idea of what my nephew, who is being home schooled,
should know by the end of seventh grade. I would like to be able to give him a test in the next few weeks to
determine how far we have come and or how far we have to go. Can you give me a direction or the name of a
website that would provide me with some specifics? - home school tutor, unknown locale

I am wondering if you provide whether or not this lesson plan addresses one of the National Scientific
Education Standards or Benchmarks for Science Literacy.  I found that it was highly detailed, but did not give
me this information.  Thanks. - teacher, unknown locale

I compliment your website on its plethora of materials.  However, due to the volume of lessons, I am
experiencing difficulty finding what I am looking for.  Do you have a lesson for 3rd grade concerning states of
matter? [As a direct result of this request, we updated the “searching this site” directions on our home page.]

Suggestions/Collaboration/Complaint

I would like to commend you and others for your efforts. And I will soon submit lessons of my own so that
others can possibly benefit. - secondary teacher, Canada

I’m enjoying your science project site and my son has found useful information for his 4th grade science
project. I was, however, surprised to not find “geologist” as a career possibility at the lesson dealing with safe/
unsafe drinking water. For more info, please feel free to visit: http://www.pcpg.org. - parent, unknown locale
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V. Research Experiences for Teachers Program

A. Program Description and Goals
The first Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) program at the Center for Ultrafast Optical
Science (CUOS), in the summer of 1999, was an ambitious one, with nine direct participants and
scores of teaching helpers, ranging from undergraduate summer researchers through full pro-
fessors. It was designed on two tracks, first exploring research on teaching and learning, and then
how this pedagogical theory could be applied to teaching young people science in the classroom or
within clubs. This year’s RET program was much smaller and more focused on the scientific
research at the center. Two local secondary teachers were introduced to the research environment
here, largely by Research Scientist John Nees. John developed and taught much of a University of
Michigan senior/graduate-level course entitled “Advanced Optics and Lasers Laboratory,” which
he adapted for the RET program. He also has run a secondary science club at the Community
Church of God Opportunity Center single-handedly for two years, so he knows something about
the needs and knowledge base of teen students.

The program’s goal was to convey to the teachers and—through them—their students the nature of
scientific research done at the university level. The teachers were directly exposed to the center’s
activity through daily contact with staff and through individual introductions to the researchers.
Although the four-week time frame was short, we also hoped that they would be able to develop  a
hands-on module to teach teens in their home schools (and possibly to disseminate to a broader
range of users).

B. Program Implementation for RET 2000
This process began with two weeks of Introduction to Optics using the components and methods
from the optics lab course. During this time, the two participants, both from Ann Arbor Public
Schools, carried out experiments in geometric and diffractive optics to gain personal knowledge
about the behavior of light. They were given a few chapters of introductory optics material and
encouraged to keep notebooks on their lab experiments. The white-board instruction and teaching
lab experiments were successful in conveying a fair range of practical knowledge and in providing
a basis for understanding the vocabulary and techniques used in much of the center’s research.

During the third week, participants worked in Dr. Emmett Leith’s laboratories making holographic
optical elements such as gratings, lenses, and general white-light-viewable holograms. These
activities provided a new venue for the teachers to practice some of what they had just learned.

The final week was spent primarily meeting researchers and students at the center and planning a
related instructional module to take back with them. They gained an idea of the scope of the work
done at the center and made many contacts that could be drawn upon in the future for classroom
enrichment or student mentoring through projects. One participant readily adapted the ideas
presented in optics to develop a concept for enhancing students’ understanding of high school
geometry. The other teacher has been reassigned from high school to middle school for the coming
year, and found a connection with their curriculum more difficult to devise.

While a vital link has been established between the center and the participating teachers, further
activities involving specific students, class visits, and further development of teaching modules
would seem to be indispensable to the overall success of the program.
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C. Continuing Relationships with RET 1999 Participants
Just as our outreach programs with young people thrive on the basis of ongoing relationships, we
have found that relationships developed in summer 1999 continue to produce positive changes for
the teaching and learning of science in local schools and community centers. Our RET 1999 alum-
nae are applying their knowledge and skills in a variety of settings and maintaining relationships
to better serve children and teens.

Reulonda Norman, who graduated from UM in December 1999, works as a preschool teacher,
where she puts group learning strategies and hands-on science experimentation into practice daily.
She has also continued to volunteer in our science clubs. Aarti Raheja, now in her second year of
medical school, and Debbie McCartney Hamann, who graduated from UM in spring 2000, both
returned in the summer to coordinate Camp Discovery for the second year. Aarti brought several
classmates along as volunteer camp counselors. Further, she collected and cleaned up (with her
mother’s help) many sets of dissection tools from anatomy class that would otherwise have been
thrown away. They were used, with help from her and some classmates, in dissecting cow eyes in
several of our science clubs. Research Scientist Greg Spooner, who had taken RET 1999 participants
through his ophthalmology-related laser labs, helped with the eye dissection at several  clubs. At
Aarti’s prompting, Debbie and Jeannine LaSovage will be attending Wayne State University School
of Medicine’s Health Focus Forum to share our science club model with medical students.

Debbie Hamann, as mentioned previously, was just hired to oversee all of our elementary pro-
grams, including the supervision of six club coordinators. Karyl Shand, who will graduate in
December 2000, is overseeing secondary mentoring programs. Doris Calvert and Susie Shoemaker
both oversee Learning Community Resource Rooms in elementary schools, serving all the teachers
and students. Susie brought her Science and Technology Wizards to UM to interact with CUOS
research scientists several times. They learned about waves and optics and returned to Owen
School to share what they had learned. Beverly Tyler uses what she learned both in her elementary
classroom and at the Community Church of God Opportunity Center, where she directs programs.
Beverly’s school in Ypsilanti is planning its transition to a math-science academy; at this summer’s
training sessions in multiple intelligences and learning styles, she was pleased to feel that she
already knew what was being covered.

The overlapping, multiple-contact relationships among our people and programs exemplify Learn-
ing Community. People can no longer be neatly separated by site or program, because they reg-
ularly cross those boundaries. And, we are especially pleased with the depth of understanding of
the teaching and learning processes that RET 1999 participants came away with. We tend to appre-
ciate this only when we have to explain ideas—such as the effect of self-concept on an individual’s

response to a new learning situation, or how
feelings of insecurity can inhibit understanding
and retention, or the importance of inner-directed
and open-ended inquiry in cooperative learning
—to others who were not part of the program.

We believe that this foundation in pedagogical
theory informs and improves the effectiveness
of everything we do.
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Appendix B: Scope and Sequence of Goals
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Appendix D: Coalition Partners List, 9/2000, by Type and Contribution
Everyone in our coalition is part of the virtual village trying to raise all our children. Many of us
have never met but we are all part of this common enterprise. We list as partners anyone whose
resources we use or link to from our Web site. This does not mean that they provide funding for
the coalition or that we are trying to take credit for their work. Today’s technology allows us to
access resources all over the world, so why reinvent or replicate the good work of others?

Organization Last Name Contribution Elaboration

Business Subtotal: 103

1. 3M: Newton’s Apple lessons

2. Anesthesia Associates Rivard job shadowing

3. Ann Arbor Area Chamber of Commerce Leslie job shadowing, tour

4. Apple Computer, Inc. technical info

5. Apple Learning Exchange lessons, extension info Mars Polar Lander

6. Arts & Scraps tour

7. Auto Vision Art Studio Whitfield job shadowing

8. Big Boy Central Kitchens tour

9. Birder.com extension info

10. Bowbeer Orthodontics Bowbeer presentation

11. Cable News Network extension info CNN Weather

12. Center for New Discoveries in Learning college/career info Personal Learning Style Inventory

13. Chelsea Milling Co. tour

14. Citizens Commercial & Savings Bank Williams, M. presentation, tour

15. Consumers Energy lessons In Concert with the Environment unit

16. Cottage Inn food donation for camp

17. Creative Classroom Consulting McKenzie extension info Multiple Intelligences Survey

18. Daimler-Chrysler: Proving Grounds tour

19. Detroit Edison Vandekerckhove job shadowing

20. Detroit Edison lessons, In Concert with the Environment unit
computer donations

21. Detroit Edison: Fermi 2 Power Plant tour

22. Detroit News & Detroit Free Press tour

23. Detroit Receiving Hospital Fleming presentation

24. Discovery Channel Online virtual expeditions,
extension info

25. Dominos Pizza food donation for camp

26. Encyclopedia Brittanica extension info online encyclopedia

27. Evergreen Project, Inc. lessons, extension info Biome Exchange

28. Family Counseling Svcs.-Teen Ranch, Inc. Walden presentation

29. First Independence National Bank Mann job shadowing, presentation

30. First of America Harris presentation

31. Ford: Dearborn Tool & Die Plant tour

32. Ford Motor Co. Kpeglo presentation
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Organization Last Name Contribution Elaboration

33. Ford: Spirit of Ford Science Center tour, free tickets for clubs

34. Fourmilab Walker extension info Earth & Moon Viewer, Solar System
Live, Your Sky

35. Frank Potter’s Science Gems extension info

36. FreeSkills.com extension info Tutorials

37. Gamma Tau Assoc., Inc. lessons

38. Genentech Natl. Health Museum lessons Access Excellence lessons

39. General Motors: Flint Truck Assembly Plant tour

40. GLP & Associates Goldman presentation

41. Golfside Shell Ahearn tour, job shadowing

42. Good Earth Graphics virtual tour Virtual Cave

43. Heavens-Above.com extension info Satellite, space station, and shuttle
spotting

44. Houghton Mifflin Company lessons, virtual field trips

45. How the WeatherWorks interactive research National Sky Awareness Week

46. Humorous Design Group Swift presentation

47. Huntington Management Wiley job shadowing, tour

48. Huron Valley Child Guidance Clinic Carter presentation

49. InfoPeople.com extension info Search engines explained

50. Integrating the Internet Hixson lesson links

51. Intel Corp. lessons, extension info Inside the Computer

52. International Cosmetics Graham presentation

53. iTools.com extension info Research-It! references

54. Jerry’s Painting McMahon job shadowing,
career mentoring

55. Jones Telecommunications technical info

56. Keirsey.com college/career info Keirsey Character & Temperament
Sorters

57. Lakeview Manor Garcia job shadowing, tour

58. Learn the Net technical info

59. Majher Communications Majher presentation, job shadowing

60. Maturo Pediatric Dentistry Maturo job shadowing

61. M-Den materials donation

62. Media Station Stinson tour, presentation

63. Meijer materials donation

64. Merit Network, Inc. technical info, lessons Michigan Teacher Network

65. Mervyn’s Dept. Store Shoemaker, G. job shadowing

66. Metaltec Wood presentation

67. Monash Information Services Barlow technical info Spider’s Apprentice

68. Mountain Travel-Sobek and on-line activities, Terra Quest Virtual Expeditions
WorldTravel Partners extension info

69. MSX International Navarro presentation
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Organization Last Name Contribution Elaboration

70. National Geographic extension info Virtual Autopsy

71. Nomads Adventure & Education interactive research Qimuksiit 2000 Online Classroom

72. North Oakland Med. Ctr. Living-Hawley presentation

73. Northwest Continuing Care Center Tolliver presentation

74. Nye Labs Online lessons Bill Nye the Science Guy lessons

75. Olen Publishing extension info Food Finder

76. Pacific Bell Knowledge Network lessons Filamentality

77. Parke-Davis Bristol job shadowing

78. PDRS Computer Systems extension info, lessons School Page science sites, including
Ask an Expert

79. Princeton Review college/career info Birkman Career Profile

80. Private Eye lessons, extension info

81. Project Development Services Porter presentation

82. Qimuksiit online expedition

83. Quill Graphics extension info Cells Alive!

84. Rader’s Kapili.com lessons

85. Road Scholars Online with Jeeves interactive research

86. Ross Periodontics Ross, S. job shadowing

87. Scholastic, Inc. lessons, extension info,
on-line projects

88. Science Applications Internatl. lessons, extension info
Corp.: Athena Consortium

89. Sea World presentation,
extension info

90. Sobbry’s Towing Sobbry presentation,
job shadowing

91. Sterling Software extension info EarthWatch Weather

92. Studio360 tour Journey through Tikal Virtual Tour

93. StudyWeb lessons

94. Sunesis Financial Svcs. Harrison job shadowing

95. Sure-Flo Fittings tour

96. Untamed Tan Williams, C. job shadowing

97. Up at Six Aviaries extension info

98. Video Source Spensley tour, presentation,
job shadowing

99. Web Development, Workshops, extension info BioChemNet
& Consulting Services

100. WebDirectory.com extension info

101. WKBD-Channel 50 tour

102. Yahoo Yahooligans

103. Yucky.com extension info Bug World, Worm World

104. Zingerman’s Deli food donation for camp
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Organization Last Name Contribution Elaboration

Community Nonprofit Subtotal: 25

105. AIMS Foundation lessons

106. Amer. Lung Assn. of Michigan Ross, T. job shadowing

107. Arbor Hospice Reading-Smith presentation, job shadowing

108. Bethel AME Church funding

109. Catholic Social Svcs. Lande tour, job shadowing,
presentation

110. Community Church of God transportation funding

111. Earth Island Institute extension info Projects and References

112. Franciscan Sisters of the Atonement Hackett presentation

113. Howard Dell Community Center Martinez job shadowing, tour

114. Howard Hughes Medical Institute extension info Seeing, Hearing and Smelling the World

115. Huron Valley Ambulance Jackson presentation, tour,
community ed. progs.

116. Kellogg Foundation Odden, T. presentation, tour

117. Kiwanis - Downtown Ann Arbor funding, career mentoring

118. McAuley Commons Osayimwese presentation

119. Missouri Botanical Garden extension info

120. National Audubon Society tour, extension info, Corkscrew Swamp Virtual Nature
lessons, interactive Walk, Heading North migration-
research project tracking, Audubon Online

121. National Public Radio extension info, lessons, Science Friday
on-line activities, on-line
science mentors

122. Neutral Zone - Ann Arbor teen club Dengiz funding, mentoring site

123. Oregon Museum of Science & Industry lessons Air Travelers lessons

124. Ozone House Lee presentation

125. Project Grow Asher presentation

126. SAFE House Frederick-Toure presentation

127. Twin Cities Public TV: Newton’s Apple lessons

128. Ventura County Science Fair extension info Science Fair Ideas

129. Yankee Air Museum tour

Educational Nonprofit Subtotal: 38

130. Access Excellence interactive research, Online science mysteries,
extension info, lessons science fair step-by-step

131. American Optometric Association lessons About Your Eyes lessons

132. Annenberg/CPB Projects lessons Teachers Lab

133. Bear Den Middleton extension info

134. Earth & Sky interactive research

135. Eccles Institute of Human Genetics extension info Natural History of Genes

136. Ecology Center of Ann Arbor extension info, lessons
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Organization Last Name Contribution Elaboration

137. Educational Software Cooperative technical info

138. EdWeb Carvin technical info

139. Electronic Frontier Foundation Templeton extension info Copyright info and myths

140. Electronic Privacy Information Center technical info

141. Franklin Institute Science Museum extension info BioPoint Hotlists of Biology Resources,
Earth Science Resources, Rocks &
Minerals, EarthForce

142. FrogLand extension info

143. Global Earthquake Response Center extension info

144. Global Schoolhouse technical info

145. Grand Canyon Explorer Ribokas virtual tour,
extension info

146. Gulf of Maine Aquarium extension info

147. Hummingbirds.net extension info

148. Internet Public Library lessons, extension info Science Fair Project Resource Guide,
Pathfinders

149. Inventure Place extension info

150. Miami Museum of Science extension info, on-line Hurricane: Storm Science
activities, lessons

151. Midwest Public Garden Collaborative extension info, on-line Partners for Growing
activities, lessons

152. National Speleological Society Bunnell extension info Virtual Cave

153. National Wildlife Federation extension info Animal Tracks On-Line

154. North Central Regional Educ. Lab technical info

155. Online Safety Project Magid technical info

156. Paleo Ring extension info Dinosauria On-Line

157. San Francisco Exploratorium Museum extension info,
lessons, on-line activities

158. School Zone extension info Child-safe search engine

159. SETI Institute extension info

160. Song of the Whale extension info

161. Southern California Earthquake Center extension info

162. Teacher Education Research Center research projects project ideas for improving education

163. Teachers.Net lessons

164. Tech Corps technical info webTeacher

165. Tech Museum of Innovation lessons, extension info DNA: Instruction Manual for Life

166. Think Quest extension info Living Africa

167. Whales in Danger Information Service extension info Whales on the Net

Government Subtotal: 56

168. Ann Arbor Fire Dept. Scarbrough tour, presentation

169. Ann Arbor Materials Recovery Facility tour

170. Ann Arbor Township Fire Department tour
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Organization Last Name Contribution Elaboration

171. BIOSIS interactive research Virtual conference on genetic
screening

172. Calif. Energy Commission lessons Energy Quest lessons & science
projects

173. City of Calgary college/career info nextNET

174. City of Pontiac Cantu job shadowing

175. City of Pontiac Cayton-Grigsby job shadowing

176. City of Pontiac: Collier Road Landfill tour

177. City of Pontiac Fire Dept. Hilborn presentation, tour

178. City of Pontiac Police Dept. Daves job shadowing, tour

179. Detroit Police Stables tour

180. Eddy Geology Center tour

181. Eisenhower Natl. Clearinghouse extension info, lessons
for Math & Science Education

182. Environment Canada extension info, lessons,
on-line activities

183. FrogWeb interactive research

184. High-Energy Astrophysics lessons, extension info, Imagine the Universe, Star-Child
Learning Center on-line projects

185. Jefferson Lab extension info Interactive Table of Elements

186. Lake Orion Police Dept. Standal tour, presentation

187. Lawrence Berkeley Natl. Lab lessons ABC’s of Nuclear Science,
Interactive Tour of the Atom

188. Louisiana Challenge Grant lessons

189. Michigan Dept. of Education extension info Science standards and benchmarks

190. Michigan Historical Museum tour

191. Michigan State Capitol tour

192. Military Service Information Station college/career info Interest Finder Quiz

193. NASA Earth Science Enterprise on-line activities,
extension info

194. NASA IMAGERS interactive research Echo the Bat

195. NASA Passport to Knowledge interactive research Live from the Sun 2000, from the Storm,
from Antarctica, from the Hubble Space
Telescope, from Mars, from the
Rainforest, from the Poles

196. NASA Quest presentation, extension K-12 Internet Initiative, Mars Team
info, lessons Online, Space Team Online

197. NASA SEGway lessons, extension info Science Education Gateway

198. NASA Shuttle Web Wolf extension info Letters from Space

199. NASA Solid Earth & Natural extension info Disaster! Finder
Hazards Program

200. NASA’s Observatorium extension info

201. Natl. Biological Info. Infrastructure extension info

202. Natl. Inst. of Standards & Technology extension info Physical Ref. Data, Chem. Web Book
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203. National Science Foundation major funding, lessons, National Science & Technology Week,
extension info, Arthropods of La Selva, Science
interactive research Learning Network, Whale Net

204. NOAA/Forecast Systems Laboratory interactive research GLOBE

205. North Carolina National Estuarine tour Estuary Virtual Tour
Research Reserve

206. Oakland County Commission Causey-Mitchell presentation

207. Pontiac City Council Seay job shadowing

208. Smithsonian Institution lessons, extension info Seeds of Change Garden, Gem &
Mineral Collection, Natural History
Museum Virtual Tour

209. Thomas Jefferson National extension info Interactive Table of Elements
Accelerator Facility

210. Toledo Zoo lessons, extension info, EdVenture Outreach Programs
kits, visits to your site

211. US Agricultural Research Service lessons Science4Kids

212. US Army Corps of Engineers extension info
Detroit District

213. US Army ROTC Blanton presentation

214. US Army ROTC McGuire presentation

215. US Dept. of Defense, Defense Odden, R. presentation
Logistics Agency

216. US Fish and Wildlife Service extension info Wildlife Fact Sheets

217. US Geological Survey lessons, extension info Learning Web, Ask a Geologist, Cas-
cades Volcano Observatory, Earthquake
Info Center, Maps of Geological Haz-
ards, Endangered Species slide show,
Children’s Butterfly Site

218. US House of Representatives Rivers presentation

219. US Navy ROTC Riordan presentation

220. US Navy ROTC Ringle presentation

221. US Postal Service Frey presentation,
 job shadowing

222. Utah State Office of Education lessons UtahLink

223. Washtenaw County Parks & Rec. Heumann presentation, job shadowing

Higher Education Subtotal: 89

224. Abilene Christian University lessons Geography lesson collection

225. Assn. of Universities for lessons, on-line projects Amazing Space
Research in Astronomy

226. Bad Science Frasier extension info

227. Cambridge University lessons Science & Plants for Schools

228. Center for Improved Engineering interactive research Global Sun/Temperature Project, Global
and Science Education Water Sampling Proj.; Human Genetics

Proj.; Internatl. Boiling Point Project

229. Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology extension info Library of Natural Sounds
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230. Cornell University extension info Math and Science Gateway,
Mycology Resources

231. Earth Science Australia extension info

232. Eastern Michigan University tour

233. Helsinki Institute of Physics extension info Whale Watching Web

234. Illinois Institute of Technology lessons, extension info SMILE

235. Indiana University of Pennsylvania extension info Pennsylvania Elk Herd,
The Searching Wolf

236. Librarians’ Index to the Internet extension info

237. Mankato State University Morano lessons, extension info Science Projects

238. Marietta College extension info Bibliographic Searching of Cell and
Molecular Biology on the Internet

239. Michigan Institute of Aeronautics Robinson tour, presentation

240. Mississippi State University extension info, lessons O. Orkin Insect Zoo

241. MSU 4-H Extension extension info Tree Identification Guide

242. NASA Hawaii Space Grant Consortium lessons, extension info Exploring Planets in the Classroom

243. North Carolina State University Felder college/career info Index of Learning Styles

244. Oregon State University extension info Fun with Lichens

245. Pennsylvania State University extension info, college/ Weather Page
career info, lessons

246. Princeton Plasma Physics Lab lessons, extension info Interactive Physics site, Ask-a-Scientist

247. Rutgers University lessons Morgan Genetics Tutorial

248. Swarthmore College lessons, extension info

249. Syracuse University technical info Kids Web

250. Syrcuse University Goldman extension info Dinosaur Illustrations

251. Texas A & M University tour, lessons Big Bend Natl. Park Virtual Tour;
School Gardens

252. UM Aerospace Engin. Dept. Powell presentation

253. UM AOSS Dept. tour Weather Underground

254. UM Artificial Intelligence Lab Kopmanis job shadowing

255. UM Biomed. Engin. Dept. Goldstein presentation

256. UM Biomed. Engin. Dept. Hill presentation

257. UM Center for Research on college/career info
Learning and Teaching

258. UM Chem. Engin. Dept. Colarossi presentation

259. UM Chem. Engin. Dept. Ingall presentation

260. UM Chemical Engin. Dept. tour

261. UM Chemistry Dept. tour

262. UM Ctr. for Ultrafast Optical Science Nees presentation, job shadowing

263. UM Ctr. for Ultrafast Optical Science tour

264. UM EECS Dept. Wait presentation

265. UM Exhibit Museum of Natural History tour
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266. UM Hospitals Hayes job shadowing

267. UM Hospitals tour

268. UM Human Genetics Dept. tour

269. UM Kelsey Museum of Archaeology tour

270. UM Med. Science Training Prog. Humke tour, presentation,
job shadowing

271. UM Medical School Myers presentation, job shadowing

272. UM Medical School tour

273. UM Medical School Colligan tour, job shadowing

274. UM Memorial Phoenix Project Reactor tour

275. UM Museum of Anthropology tour

276. UM Museum of Zoology tour, extension info Animal Diversity Web

277. UM Naval Arch. & Marine Eng. Dept. tour

278. UM Nichols Arboretum tour

279. UM Off. of V. P. for Univ. Relations Clarke presentation

280. UM Photo Services Goings presentation

281. UM School of Dentistry May presentation

282. UM School of Public Health Artis job shadowing

283. UM WUOM Radio Station tour

284. Umea University, Sweden lessons, extension info Chemistry Teaching Resources

285. Universities of Kansas and Minnesota extension info, lessons, Monarch Watch
interactive research

286. University California, Irvine lessons Web Quests

287. University California, San Diego, extension info EarthRISE
Supercomputing Center

288. University of Alaska Space Grant Consortium extension info, lessons

289. University of Antwerp extension info Arachnology Hub

290. University of Arizona lessons Biology Project lessons,
Marine Discovery

291. University of California, Berkeley lessons, demos, Physics Lecture Demos, Finding Info
technical info on the Net Tutorial, Intro to Fungi

292. University of California, Berkeley, interactive research SETI at Home
Space Sciences Laboratory

293. University of Chicago tour Yerkes Observatory Virtual Tour

294. University of Colorado lessons, extension info Interactive Physics 2000,
Visible Human databases

295. University of Connecticut extension info Biological Collections, Orthoptera
Species File Online

296. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign lessons

297. University of Michigan Herbarium extension info UM Fungus Collection

298. University of Michigan Space extension info, lessons,
Grant Consortium on-line activities

299. University of Minnesota lessons, technical info Rainbow Lab in optics and calculus,
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Web66

300. University of North Dakota extension info, on-line Volcano World
activities, lessons

301. University of Oklahoma Carr presentation, lessons Ctr. for Analysis & Prediction of Storms

302. University of Pennsylvania Arnett extension info, college/ Nine Planets Multimedia Tour,
career info Self-Assessment

303. University of Queensland extension info Nanoworld Image Gallery

304. University of Tennessee, Knoxville lessons, extension info Math Archives

305. University of Virginia extension info Interactive Frog Dissection

306. University of Virginia Center interactive research
for Biological Timing

307. University of Washington Chudler lessons, extension info Neuroscience for Kids activities

308. University of Waterloo college/career info Career Development Manual

309. Valdosta State University Huitt extension info Overview of intelligence

310. Washtenaw Community College tour

311. Western Michigan University lessons Cellular and Molecular Biology Labs

312. Wheelock College extension info Whale Net

Individual (most are listed elsewhere under their work places) Subtotal: 40

313. Patrick, D. banner donation

314. Casey, D. career club presentation

315. Clark, G. career club presentation

316. Dwyer, B. career club presentation

317. Stewart, Q. career club presentation

318. Hamann, D. camp coordination

319. Raheja, A. camp coordination

320. Graham, C. camp donation

321. Graham, M. camp donation

322. McCartney, A. & L. camp donation

323. Toth, M. camp donation

324. UM Athletic Dept. Brightwell, B. camp presentation

325. UM Formula Car Team Bruno & Jeff camp presentation

326. Dean, A. camp presentation

327. UM Carillons Halsted, M. camp presentation

328. UM Aerospace Labs Laird, D. camp presentation

329. UM Marching Band Matt , Greg,

Michelle, & Zack camp presentation

330. McCartney, D. camp presentation

331. Tom Mac's Photography McCartney, T. & S. camp presentation

332. Conboy, M. & M. camp transportation

333. mycoElectronica Dhabolt extension info

334. Wildlife Web Knight extension info

335. Froggy Page Loosemore extension info
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336. New-teacher site Renard extension info, lessons,
chat area for teachers

337. ExploreScience.com Pfaff interactive demos

338. Roberts job shadowing

339. Lamkin, B. job shadowing, presentation

340. Lamkin, S. job shadowing, presentation

341. Bartlett presentation

342. Brown presentation

343. Eggert, P. science club mentor

344. Frye, B. science club mentor

345. Morse, L. science club mentor

346. Hartweg tour

K–12 Education Subtotal: 17

347. Athena Earth & Space Science for K-12 lessons, extension info

348. Cariboo Hill Secondary School, Canada lessons, extension info Visual Physics

349. Carminati Elem. School, AZ tour Desert Botanical Garden Virtual Tour

350. Chelsea Schools: Chelsea HS Ott job shadowing

351. Great Lakes Collaborative extension info, lessons Explorer Educational Resources

352. Hockinson School District Kramer extension info, Black Hole Gang
on-line activities

353. Pontiac Schools: Alcott ES Bastuba job shadowing

354. Pontiac Schools: Bd. of Educ. Causey-Mitchell presentation

355. Pontiac Schools: Northern HS Staab presentation,
job shadowing

356. Pontiac Schools: Owen ES Hightower job shadowing

357. Pontiac Schools: Owen ES Smith, B. job shadowing

358. Pontiac Schools: Rogers ES Kotcher presentation

359. Pontiac Schools: Whitmer MacQuarrie tour, presentation,
Human Resources Ctr. job shadowing

360. Science Resource Center Gormley lessons, extension info

361. Shady Hill School. MA tour Rainforest Virtual Tour

362. Target Science tour Los Angeles River Virtual Tour

363. Wayne RESA Outdoor
Environmental Educ. Ctr. tour

Professional Organization Subtotal: 7

364. Amer. Assn. for the Advancement of Science extension info, on-line activities

365. American Chemical Society lessons, extension info Chemistry in the Community lessons

366. National Academy of Sciences Natl. Science Standards

367. National Cable Television Association technical info

368. National School Boards Association technical info Electronic School

369. Natl. Council of Teachers of Mathematics extension info, prof. pubs., standards

370. Natl. Science Teachers Assn. extension info, lessons
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